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ON F-PROJECTIVE STABLE STEMS
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(Received May 22, 1978)

In this note we study F-projective stable stems in dimension n with 7^
n^22, where F denotes the complex (F—C) or quaternionic (F=H) number
field. D. Randall [9] determined them in dimension ^6.

We use the notations and terminologies defined in the previous paper
[8] or the book of Toda [11] without any reference.

1. Definitions and results

Given a pointed space X and a positive integer m, we define

image of p*: {FPn, X} -> {Snd~\ X} ϊfm = nd-l

0 if m^ — 1 mod(rf).

An element of πmF(X) is said to be F-projective. In this note we only con-
sider the case of X being the spheres. Remark that τr»/Lι (Sl) is a subgroup of
GW-/-I. We say that the w-stem Gm is fully F-projective if there exist integers
/ and n with m=nd—l—\ and π^/L1(Sl)=Gm.

Given a positive integer my we consider the following problems.

(QΛ)m Compute πndF-ι(Sl) for each n and / with m=nd—l—l.

(Q.2)m What elements of Gm are F-projective?

(Q.3)m Is Gm fully F-projective ?

Of course answers of (Q.l)m solve (Q.2)w and (Q.3)w. Our main results are
tabled as follows. Here 0 means that the problem is completely solved but no
signed place not completely solved yet*}. Details are given in (1.6) and §2.

In what follows in this section we prove some general results. Since
pn is the composition of pξn and the canonical map CP2n-*HPny we have

*) Recently in his dissertation, R.E. Snow has determined the C-projectivity of the 2-com-
ponents for the stems less than or equal to 15.
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Proposition 1.1. πfn-ι(Sl) is contained in πfn-ι(Sl)for any I and n.

We have also

Proposition 1.2. If a^Gm or b^Gn is F-projective, then ab^Gm+n is
F-projective.

Proposition 1.3. If 0<ίj<d, τrfn

F

+k)d.1(Snd~j) is equal to the image of

These can be proved easily so we omit the details.
In [7] we proved the following.

Proposition 1.4. Tt
den[F{n, k}aF(ny k)].

contains a cyclic subgroup of the order

Recall that FPn+kk can be identified with the Thorn space (FPk)*** [3]. Let
Mk(F) be the order of ξk in the /-group J(FPk), which was determined by Adams-
Walker [2] and Sigrist-Suter [10]. Then we have

Proposition 1.5. If m^n mod(Mk+l(F)), then
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Proof. For a vector bundle T, S(r) and D(r) denote the associated
sphere and disk bundle respectively. Without any loss of generality we may
assume m>n. By assumption there exists an integer / and a fibre homotopy
equivalence [3]

/': S((m~n)ξk+l®l) -> S((m-n)d+l)

where y denotes the real ̂ '-dimensional trivial vector bundle over FPk+l. Natu-

rally we can extend /' to a fibre homotopy equivalence

D((m-n)ξk+1®l) -+ D((m-n)d+l)

and to a fibre homotopy equivalence

/": (D(mξk+1®l), S(mξk+l@ΐ)) -> (D(nξk+1®((m~n)d+l) ,

S(nξk+1®((m-n)d+l)).

Hence we have a homotopy equivalence

where E denotes the reduced suspension. Consider the following diagram in
which the horizontal sequences are the natural cofibrations.

Elpm+k k

 i

- rm-^rit k ~

By cellular approximation we may assume that there exists

/: E'FPm+k.k

with i°f=f'"°i and so there exists

h:

with hoq=qof". In the stable category / is clearly an equivalence and so h
is an equivalence, too. Therefore in the stable category we have the following
commutative square in which the vertical stable maps are equivalences.
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f
k

, k .

This and (1.3) complete the proof.
We prove a negative result.

Theorem 1.6. Let μk (Λ^O) denote the Adams element in G8k+1 [1]. Then
μk is not H-projective.

Proof. Consider a commutative diagram in which / and /' are stable maps

S4«+8*-ι _ pn+2k>2k > HPn+2k 2k c'

Apply J? to this diagram; since K(X)=0 if JΓ is a finite complex with cells of

only odd dimensions, we have the following commutative diagram

) *— 0

Let a^K(C(fopn+lk2k)) be an element which maps to the generator g2c~1^

K(Sίa~2), and beK(C(fopn+2k2k)) be the generator of the image of π* with

f'*(b)=zn+2k. Then α and 6 generate K(C(f°pn+Ά>2k)). We have

for some integer λ, and

:Σα^Λ+ί. Then
ί = 0

Comparing the coefficients of #n+2*, we have
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and so

^ / f _ Λ \ _ V1 n(nJrl l4.»+2i-2*//92n+4* O2«-l\
ec(j°Pn+2k,2k) — Zj ai\ 2k — if '{ ~ ''

On the other hand

0 = f*(ch(g2<?-1)) =

Since φ#(ί)=£+ higher terms, we have

a0 = aλ= ••• = Ozk-i — 0

and then

ec(f°Pn+2k,2k) = 0

Since μk has non-trivial ^-invariant, the conclusion follows.
Since μ0=ηy μ0 is C-projective. We shall prove that μl is C-projective (2.9).

2. Computations

From now on, we work in the stable category of pointed spaces and stable

maps between them with exceptions in (2.3), (ii) of (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7).
Concerning with F-projective 7-stems we have

Theorem 2.1. (i) πfn

H

+7(S*n)^Z/den[H {n, 2}aH(n, 2)].
(ϋ) 7r2

5

n

c.7(5
2«)^Z/den[C{n, 4}αc(n, 4)].

Proof. Given /e {HPn+22y S4n} , we have

n+2,2) = -deg(/)αjf(n, 2)

from Theorem 1.1 of [7]. Since ec: G7-*Z/2* 3 5 is an isomorphism, the con-
clusion (i) follows. By the same methods (ii) follows too.

By an easy calculation we have

{n, 2}aa(n, 2)]|22 3 5

and these are equal when for example Λ=4, and

den[C{«, 4}αc(w, 4)]|23 3-5

and these are equal when for example n=13. Thus, since G7=Z2

4{σ}φZ15,
we have
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Corollary 2.2. 2σ^G7 is not H-projective but C-projectίve, and σ is not

C-projective.

Recall that g4=p?: S7-*S* denotes the Hopf map. Let gn=En~ig^πn+3(Sn)
for ra>4. Then we have

Lemma 2.3. g5=vs+aι(5).

We have also

Lemma 2.4. (i) <?, mv, nvy = <jjy mg^, ng^y^ — mn^η, 2v, vy for any
L*

integers m and n with mn = 0 mod(2).
(ii) {rj5, ι/6, Ίv^^ {rj5, mg6, 2ng9}1=65for any odd integers m and n.

Proof. We have

<^7, wgΌo, ugΌo> = <jι, mvy ngooy+<rίί mal9 ng^y by (3.8) of [11],

<77, mvy w4§
roo>c<?7, mvy nvy+ζy, mv, na^> by (3.8) of ibid.,

<^7, mv, na^> = <??, mv, \6na^> since 3<Xi = 0

C<^ I6mv, na^> by (3.5) of ibid.,

= 0 since 8v = 0,

and so

<ΎΪ, mv, ng^yciζη, mv, nvy

but their indeterminacies are equal to ^G7, hence

nvy

, 2v, vy by (3.5) and (3.8) of [11].

:>?, mv, ng^ = j ] , mv,

^

We have also

<jj, maly

and so

and then

= <y], mv, nvy^>~mn<Ύϊ, 2v, vy .

Thus the conclusion (i) follows.
By the proof of (6.1) of [11]

Given a^πn(S8) and b^π8(S5) with boa=0y we consider the Toda bracket
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, E*b, Ety

By Toda [11] it is easy to see that ^Elπl2(S^ = π10(S*)E2a = 0. Hence
{775, Elb, Ela}l consists of a single element. Then by the same methods as the

proof of (i) we have

{%> "e> 2p9} ! = {775, mv69 2nvg}l = {η5, mg6, 2ng9}l

for any odd integers m and n. Thus the conclusion (ii) follows.
We have

Lemma 2.5. (i) i*: {HPn+22, S4""1}-*^4", S^'1} is an isomorphism.

(ii) i* : {HPn+22y S*»-2} -> {S*"9 S*n~2} is an isomorphism if n is odd.

(iii) If n is even, we have a split exact sequence :

0 -> {S4n+\ S*»-2} -̂ > {HPn+22y S*»-2} -i {S4M, S*»-2} -* 0 .

Proof. Considering the Puppe exact sequence associated with the cofi-

bration S*n+3-^HPn+11dHPn+22, we obtain (i), since G^G^O. Recall that

y, _ „„ . C4n+3 ^ Γ/D _ C4»
Pn+1,1 ~ ngln & ^ n^n+l,l ~ &

from [5] (or see (1.14) of [8]). We have the following exact sequence:

^ {HPn+2>2, S4M'2}

*

Since pn+ι)ι*(go0)=ngZ3=nv2, pn+ιtι* is epimorphic and /* is isomorphic if n is
odd. Thus the conclusion (ii) follows. If n is even, pn+1 ^*= 0 and we obtain the

short exact sequence in (iii). Hence {HPn+22, S*n~2} ̂ Z4 or Z2φZ2. Suppose

that {HPn+2)2y S*»-2} ^Z4. Then q*(v2) is divisible by 2. Hence A+2>2*(?*(*>2))

—0 since 2G9=0. But ί o/>M+2>2^w+2)1^:(w+l)^4w+4, therefore Λ+2.2*(?*(I'2))=
(n+iyφO. This is a contradiction. Thus {HPn+229 S4n~2}^Z2®Z2. This

completes the proof.

Recall that KO*(HPn)= KO*[ξ]l(ξn). Using the complexification c: ίCO*->

K* we can easily prove the following. Details are omitted.

Lemma 2.6. ^3(f)=34f+33j1|
2+32y2|

3.
Now we determine /f-projective 8 and 9-stems. Recall that GB = Z2{ϊ>}

®Z2{B} and G9=Z2{z>3}®Z2fr£}φZ2{μ} with the relations ησ=$+ε and
η$=v*t We have
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Theorem 2.7. The groups τrf"+7(Sίn~j) (j=l> 2) are given by the following

table.

n mod (4)

1

Z2{ησ}

Proof. By (i) of (2.5), {HPn+22y S*n~l}^Z2. Let/ be a generator of it.

Then πf^f

+7(S4n~1) is a subgroup of G8 generated by fopn+22 and we have the
following commutative diagram

'4n-l

Since pn+ι>ι=ng4n and^w+21=(/x+l)^4w+4, we have

By (i) of (2.4) this Toda bracket contains ^rc(w+l)<^ 2v, ι/>. Hence

ηoG7 if n=0 or 3 mod(4)

<?, 2ϊ>, z>> if «= 1 or 2 mod(4)

{0, w} if n=0 or 3 mod (4)

{£, p} if n= 1 or 2 mod(4)

Hence

(*) /°ί«+2,2=0 OΓ °̂" if w=0 OΓ 3 mod (4), and 6 or P if n= I or 2 mod(4).

Suppose that n=l mod(4). By (ii) of (2.4), £5= {̂ 5, ngβ, (w+l)ft}ι Consider
the following diagram:
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S12 S13

?5
\

~S5

Then we have

£5<= Image of (E2p3)*ι [E2HP3, S5] - π13(S5)

and ε^πι?(S3), and then

^SH/c<3\ γ rc\7^11 ^*^ ) — ^2\^f

If #2^2, we have

by Proposition (1.3) of [11], Since the Toda bracket in the right hand is a

coset ofπ^+4(S^-1)(n+l)g^+4+^.lE^'sπu(Ss)=09 we have

Since [HPn+22, S4*'1]^ {HPn+22, S**~l},fϊs representable by an unstable map,
we denote it by the same letter/. Then

^4n-l =f°Pn+2,2

Thus nl&>,(S*-l)=Z2{e} if n=l mod(4). From (ii) of (2.5), {HPn+22, S*n~2}
=η{HPn+2t2,5

4""1} ^Z2 if 7z is odd. Hence π!nH^(S4n-2)=Z2{η£} ifn== l'mod(4).
We use the Adams dR- and ^-invariants [1]. Let e^KO'1 be the gen-

erator, and put e9=gRel^KO~9. For/e {HPn+22, S*"'1} we have the commuta-
tive diagram:

S»»-±!2L> HPn^ c HPn+3,3

1 /o^+2l2 j / ,
,54»+7 > Stn~l >C(J°pn+2,2)

Apply KO~4n~9 to this diagram, then we have the following commutative diagram
in which the horizontal sequences are exact:

j*
H-1\S

0<
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Let a^KO~*n~9(C(fopn+22)) be an element which maps to a generator of

KO-*»-\S*n-l}^Z, and b<=KO-*n-\C(fopn+22)) be the element which is the

image of the generator of KO-*n-\S*n+B)^Z2. Since KO-^-

and KO-^(HPn+3>3)=Z2{e^n}®Z2{e^} we have

/'*(*) - xe

for some #, y^Z2. We have also

ψ3(fl)=34

for some λEEZg, and

eR(f°Pn+2>2)

We have

/'*( ψ 3(fl)) = /'*(34Λ+4α

and

2)|«+2 by (2.6)

S4114-8) !̂"-1-2 since e9yl = 0

and e9 y2 = el .

Comparing the coefficients of e^n+2

9 we have

X = nx (in Z2) .

On the other hand the following triangle is commutative by (i) of (2.5).

Hence we have the commutative triagle
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and i*f*j*(a)=xe<gn where j*(a) is the generator of KO^n-\S^-l)^Z. Since

> we have #ΦO and so

**(/° £.+2.2) = n

Since έ?Λfrσ)Φθ [1], by (*) we know that π!^Ί(S^-l)=Z2{ησ} if «=3 mod (4),
or 0 if n==Q mod (4). Then 7Γ4

5£7(S4w-2)=Z2{?V} if W Ξ 3 mod(4) from (2.5).

Suppose that n is even. By the fact ec(vs)=ec(ηε)=0 and the proof of

(1.6), we see that

{p*l @Z2{rjB} .

If π!n

H+Ί(S*n-2)=Z2{v*}®Z2{ηε}, πϊn

ff

+7(S*n-2) contains the /-image η2σ=v3+η£,

that is, there exists h<= {HPn+22, S4n~2} with hopn+22= η2σ. Using XO"4""10 and

the same methods as above we have

+2.2) = ΛΛ? = 0

for some #eZ2, but this is a contradiction since ^(^V) Φ 0 [1]. Therefore

(**) τr!n

H

+7(S^-2) = Z2{v*} if n is even.

Next suppose that n=2 mod (4). By (*), πf^Ί(S*n-l)=Z2{v} or Z2{S} . If

ΛΓ4ιίl7(54l| 1)= ̂ 2{f}, π!n

H+7(S*n-2) contains ηβ. This contradicts to (**). Thus

πf?+7(S*n-l}=Z2{ϊ} and the proof is completed.

Concerning with C-projective 8-stems we prove

Theorem 2.8. πl^Ί(S2n-1) is equal to
(i) G8 7/w=2or4mod(8),
(ii) 0 if n is odd,

(iii) Z7 {ησ} or G8 ifn=0orβ mod (8) .

Proof. Suppose that n is even. Since q^pn+4t4=pn+4tι='tJ from (i) of
(1.13) of [8], πin

c+Ί(S2n-1} contains σoq3opn+4Λ=ση. Then by (1.1) and (2.7),

Next suppose that n is odd. Put n=2m-\-l. Consider the following

Puppe exact sequences:

p2m+2'\ {s^+t, S*m+1} ,

{CP2m+3,2, S^}

-> {54w+5, S4*+1} .

Since p2m+2tl=rί and ι7

3= 12 ,̂ {CP2wί+4>3, 5
4w+1} «Z12. Let «e {CP2w+4>3, 5

4«+1}
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be an element with ί*(a)=q*(g«>). Then a is a generator. Let /e {CP2m+5t4
S*m+1} be an element. Then/|CF2w+4 t^=xa for some integers. Consider the

following commutative diagram:

£4m+9

P2m+5,

CP2m+3,2

2m+3,l

I

c

1+5,4

2»ι+5,4

= HP,

where the fact p2m+5>ι=0 assures the existence of s. We have

xgo*°π°qoi = xg^oq — xaoi.

Since i* is monomorphic in the above Puppe sequence, we have

xgoo°πoq = xa .

Then

/°/>2m+5,4 = XβoS = = Xg,»oQ = 0

since τrogo5eG5=0. This completes the proof.
Concerning with C-projective 9-stems we prove

Theorem 2.9. πjn

c+9(S2n) is equal to

(i) G9 ifn=5, 7 mod (8), 3,9 mod(16), or 17 mod(32),

(ii) Z2 {η2σ} 0Z2 {ηβ} if n = 1 1 mod ( 1 6) or 1 mod (32) ,

(Hi) Z2{^
3} z/w=0mod(4),

(iv) 0 ifn=2mod(4).

Proof. By (1.1) of [7]

5,5) = — deg(/)αc(fi, 5)

for /e {CPM+5,5, 52Λ} , Hence 7r2

s

Λ

c

+9(S2M) contains μ if and only if v2(C{n, 5} X

)—-- and«cw> = — > snce

(3.1) of [8] and an elementary analysis, we have

)— 0. By (1.16) and
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v2((Xc(n, 5)) =

4 if n=4, 5, 6 or 7 mod(23)

3 if «Ξ3 mod(23) 8, 9 or 10 mod(24)

2 if n= 1, 2 mod(24) or 16 mod(25)

lif«=32mod(26)

Oif«=0mod(2 6),

-5if«Ξ5or7mod(2 3)

-4 if n=6 mod(23), 3 or 9 mod(24)

-3 if wΞlO mod(24), 11 or 17 mod(25)

-2 if »=4, 8 mod(24), 18 mod(25), 27 or 33 mod(26)

-1 if n= 16, 28 mod(25), 2 mod(26) or 59 mod(27)

^0 if n=0, 12 mod(25), 1, 34 mod(26) or 123 mod(27).

Hence πjf+^S2") contains μ if and only if n=5, 7 mod(23), 3, 9 mod(24), or
17 mod(25).

If n is odd, q4opn+5,5=Pn->-s.i=^ and πLc+9(S2n) contains {S2n+a, S2"} °qt°pn+5>5

=Gsoη=Z2{'}2σ}ζ&Z2{ηε}. Thus the conclusions (i) and (ίi) follow.
Next consider the case of n being even. First we show that πjf+9(S2*) does

not contain/-image t]2σ=v3-\- ηε. Consider a commutative diagram:

Pn +5,5
CP,B+5,5

fn+5,5

We apply KO if W Ξ U mod(4) or KO~* if /z = 2mod(4) to this diagram. The

methods for n = 0 mod(4) and n=2 mod(4) are quite similar to a part of the
proof of (2.7), so we sketch the proof only for τz=0 mod(4). Put n=4 m. We
have the following commutative diagram:

°) <— 0

0<

/*
KO(S*m) <-

/'*
0

Let α and b be elements of KO(C(fop^m+5 >5)) such that α maps to a generator

of £θ(58w)^Z and b is the image of the generator of KO(S*m+10)^Z2. Then

for some λeZ2, and
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eR(f°P4m+5,s) = λ .

S3ince ^(CP,m+6ι6) = Z{4m^lm+\4m+2}®Z2{4m+3} [4], we may put f*(a)=

2dizln+i for some integers di(0^i^2) and d3^Z2. Analysing the equation
ί=0

f'*(ψ\a))=ψ3(f'*(a)), we know that λ=0. Hence /-image rfσ is not con-

tained in πjn

c

+9(S2n), since eR(r?σ)*Q [1]. Therefore πξn

c+9(S2*)=Q, Z2{z/3} or

Z2{ηβ} if w is even.
Second we show (iii). Cnsider the following diagram in which the tri-

angle is commutative by (1.15) of [8].

Since />w+4>ι—^, ^2/)n+41=0 and there exists Ae {CPM+5)2, *S2Λ} with h°i=v2.

Then Ao^^^^oΓ-l/ί+S^^^3 if n = 0 mod(4) or 0 if n = 2 mod(4). Thus

τΐ2n^(S2n)=Z2{v3} if n=0 mod(4), and the conclusion (iii) follows.

Third we show (iv). Suppose that w=2mod(4). Consider the following

diagram in which the two horizontal and one vertical sequences are parts of
suitable Puppe exact sequences.

{S2»+*,S2»} =

{S2Λ+6, S2"}

Since/>M+21=ί? and τ?3=12^'00φO, ρn+2>ι* is monomorphic and the image of ̂ * is
not contained in the image of i'*, and so {CPB+3 3, S2"} a*Z and i* is isomorphic

on a free subgroup. Then we can choose /te {CPn+4 4, S
2"} which is a generator
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of a free part and satisfies i"*/'*i*(λ)= deg(h)=C{n,4}. Let s<Ξ {52Λ+9, CPM+4>4}
be an element with/>Λ+5f5=i1oί. Let /be any element of {CPΛ+55, S

2n}. Then

{w, 4})/i+*o? for some *6Ξ {S2w+6, S2«} and

= (deg(/)/C{fi,

Since s^ί — n + 3 ]£«> or — w from (1.15) of [8], qos is divisible by

2, and then

for {52w+6, 52w} ̂ Z2. By (1.16) and (3.1) of [8], we know easily that

C{n, 4} = 24/(n, 24) = 22

3ifn=10mod(16)

( 2if n==2mod(16).

Hence if n = 6 mod(8) or 10 mod(16), C{n, 5}/C{n, 4}=0 mod(2) and/0jpw+55

=0 since deg(/) is a multiple of C{n, 5}. Thus the conclusion (iv) follows if
n=6 mod(8) or 10 mod(16). In case of n = 2 mod(16), we constructed the

following commutative diagram in the proof of (v) of (3.1) in [8] and found that
^oί3 is divisible by 2.

n+3,3 CP,n+5,5

Choose u<={CPn+2f2y S2n} with deg(w)=l. Then f\CPn+22=deg(f)u+eoq1 for

some ^e {52n+2, S2*}, and

/°/>«+5,5 = 3/o/)M+5f5, since 2G9 = 0

= deg(/)z/o^3,

By (1.16) and (3.1) of [8]

snce =Z2 and 2 1 ̂
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hence deg(/) = 0 mod (2) and

f°Pn+5,5 = 0

since uos3<=G9 and 2G9=0. Thus πju

c+9(S2*)=Q if n=2 mod(16) and the proof
is completed.

We determine ίί-projective 10-stems. Recall that G10=Z2{ημ} Θ^3{A} -

Theorem 2.10. πf^S^-^Z^β,} ifn=l mod(3) or 0 ifn&l mod (3).

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

£4n+4

Given f^{HPn+2ι29 54w~3}, we have foi=mgoa for some integer m with mn=
0 mod(2), since pn+ιiι=ng00 and Q=foiopn+11=mnv2. By definition of Toda
bracket we have

f°P*+2.2G<J0*> Pn+ι,ι> (n+l)g~> .

Since all Toda brackets which appear in this proof have zero indeterminacies
from a similar method as the proof of (i) of (2.4), we have

y, 2v, ̂
LJ

But

<v, 2vy v> = -<2z/, i;, 2z;> by (3.10) of [11]

= -O, 4^, ^> by (3.5) of ibid.

= -2<>, 2^, */> by (3.8) of ibid .

-0

and

<«ι, «ι, «ι> = A by p. 180 of ibid.

and then

Conversely for any m with mn=0 mod (2) there exists /e {HPn+22, S*n~3} with
foi=mg00. Thus the conclusion follows.

We prove
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Theorem 2.11. πjf+9(S2*~l) is equal to

(i) G10 ifn=lmod(6),

(ii) Z2{ημ} ϊfn=3 mod(6),

(iii) Z3{&} ^/^^-4mod(6),

(iv) 0 x/wΞθmod(6),

(v) 0 or Z3 {/5J if n= 2 mod (6),
(vi) Z2{ημ} or Glo ifn = 5 mod (6).

Proof. First we suppose that n is odd. Since q^°pn+5t5=pn+5tι = V,
πjf+^S2"'1) contains μ^q^pn+5t5=μη and (vi) follows, (i) also follows from (1.1)

and (2.10). Given/SΞ {CPn+5j, S^1} , we have

0 = l c p ° « + ι ι = l c p 0 1 7

_.5C /C2»-l\ _ irncirr^ nf Λ *. //^P C2»-l\ _ . f C2»+9^2n+9V*j ) — image or />n+5>4 . \^^«+5,4> *̂  / ~* w >

In case of w=3 mod(6) we construct a commutative diagram:

4 4
i ψ ^CPn+2,1 = 5Λ + 2 c CPn+32 a CPn+43 c CPn+5 4

Since q30pn+5t4=pn+5,i—^i <?3°2/>»+5,4—0 and there exists ^ with ^0^=2^+54. By

(1.15) of [8] q2os1=(n-\-3)goo. Then 4g2°^ι:=0 and there exists s2 with ^052=4^.

Since qlos2^G5=0> there exists s3 with ios3=s2. Thus the construction of the

above diagram is completed. Given/e {CPw+54, S
2""1}, we have

= 0, since G3oG7 = 0

so 7r2

5

w+9(«Sf2n~1) does not contain Z3{βλ} and hence (ii) follows.

Next we suppose that n is even. If πj^+g(S2n~1) contains ημ, that is, there

exists/e {CPw+5, /S2"'1} with f°pn+s=Ύ2μ> we have the following commutative

triangle
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\ cpn+5)

But 6n+9= 1 mod(8) (if n=0 mod (4)) or 5 mod(8) (if n=2 mod (4)) and hence

Kθ-* -9(CPnJκ)=Q by Theorem 2 of Fujii [4] and

This is a contradiction since dR('ημ)^0 :[!]. Thus πjf+^S2""1) does not con-

tain ημ. Hence (v) follows.
In case of n=0 mod (6), we obtain the following commutative diagram by

the methods used in the proof of (3.1) of [8].

CPa+lιl = S2" c CPβ+2)2

Given/e {CPB+5j5( 5
2"'1}, we have

Λ+5,5

= Z2

Thus πj^g(S2n~1) does not contain Z3{β1}. Hence (iv) follows.
In case of n=4 mod (6), we construct the following commutative diagram

which implies (iii) since Ao^o^ίl+5>4e<α1,

S2n+g
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al=0 assures the existence of h. By Theorem 2.6 of Randall [9], there exists

/ with fopn+s >4— tfi Consider the Puppe exact sequence

... - {CPB+2jl) S
2«+2} ̂ 4 {S2»« S2»+2} - {CPB+3>2(

Since pn+2,ι= (n+l)η=η, the above p%+2>ι is an epimorphism, hence {CPw+3>2,
S2Λ+3}=0. Considering the suitable Puppe sequences, we know easily that
**• //^P O2Λ+3Ί. __^ fΓ'P O2n+3\ o n H/7* / C2»+6 C2w+6\ __. /pp C2n+6\
Z . |C-rn+5 4, O J -> tC^rn+4 ,3> *> / anα ?2 1P > *̂  / ~^ l̂ -ί «+4,3> ^ /

are isomorphisms. Consider the Puppe exact sequence

. «lj ^

... - {CP,,+3,2) 5
2»«} ^—4 {52»+5, 52»+2} -̂ > {CPB+4j3, 5

2»«}

-{CPB+3>2,S
2''+3}=0-...

Then we have the following diagram

{S™, S2w+6} — ̂  {CPn+4>3, S
2«+6}

?L_» {CPΛ+4>3,

{CPn+5,4,

By Theorem 2.6 of [9], aι^7rjH

c

+5(S2n+2). Hence the image of «ι* in the left
hand side is contained in πjf+s(S2n+2), and the image of #1* in the right hand

side is zero. Thereforex*(αιo/)=αι*(/o/)=0 and alof=0. Thus there exists
g with qog=f.

This completes the proof.

We determine F-projective 11-stem. Given/e {HPn+33, S*n} we have

e'χ(f°Pn+3,3) = -~A^(f)aH(n, 3)

by (1.5) of [8]. Since e'R\ GU->Z504 is an isomorphism, we have

Theorem 2.12. 7rf£11(S4'')- Z/denJ-l-tf {n, 3}aH(n, 3)1.

We have also

Theorem 2.13. πjn

c+ιι(S2n) is ίsomorphic to
(i) Z/2den[C {n, 6} ac(n, 6)] if n = Q mod (2), 5,7 mod (8), 11 mod (16),

1 or 3 mod (32),
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(ϋ) Z/den[C{«, 6}ac(n, 6)] ifn=9 mod (16), 17 or 19 mod(32).

Proof. Let u(n) be the order of the cyclic group πjf+u(S2"). Given/
{CPB+6>6, 5

2"}, we have

«, 6)

for some integer αβ(/) by (1.5) of [8]. Choose /„ with deg(/0)=C{«, 6} . Then

a(fi) = den[lα6(/0)-lcK 6}αc(», 6)]

for e'R: Gn-^Z504 is an isomorphism. Then it is easy to see that u(n) is

equal to den[C{ra, 6}ac(n, 6)] or 2den [C{/z, 6}#c(/z, 6)], and equal to
2den[C>, 6}αc(ιι, 6)] if *2(den [C {/*, 6}αc(rc, 6)])^1. By (1.16) and (3.1) of [8],
z>2(den[C{rc, 6}ac(n, 6)])^1 if and only if n=7 mod (8), 11 mod (16) or n=0
mod(2) and wΐ4mod(8), 50 mod(64) and 0 mod(128). First suppose that
n = 4 mod(8), 50 mod(64) or 0 mod (128). Since q,opn+6>,=pn+6>1=η9 πjn

c

+u(S2n)
contains μ^oq5opn+66= μη2 = 4ζ and hence u(n) is even and in fact u(ri) =
2den[C{w, 6}ac(n, 6)]. Thus u(n)= 2den[C{w, 6}ac(n, 6)] if n is even. Next
consider the case of n being odd. By (1.16), (3.1), (iii) of (1.4) of [8] and an
easy calculation, we check that #6(/0) = 0 mod (2) (if n=3 mod (4) or 33 mod (64))
or 1 mod(2) (if n=5 mod(8), 9 mod(16), 17 mod(32) or 1 mod(64)). Then by
also an easy calculation u(n) is determined as the forms given in Theorem. The
proof is completed.

It is easily seen from (1.16) and (2.1) of [8] that den P-#{3, 3}α#(3, 3)1

=504, and hence Gn is fully //-project ive and fully C-projective by (1.1).
Thus we have

Corollary 2.14. Gn is fully H- and C-projective.

Concerning with F-projective 12-stems, we have no problems, since G^^O.
Recall that G13=Z3 {β&ά . We have

Theorem 2.15. πjn

H

+ll(S*n-2) is equal to
(i) G13 ifn=0or 2 mod (3),
(ii) 0 */ra=l mod(3).

Proof. Since q2°Pn+3,3=Pn+3,ι=(n+Z)g<χ> from (2.10) of [5] (or see (1.14) of
[8]), ^4n^-n(54n~2) contains A°5f2°/)«+3,3— (#+2)/31tfι Thus the conclusion (i)
follows. Suppose that n=l mod (3). Then 8q2opn+33=Q and there exists

s<= {54n+n, HPn+22} with ^0^= 8pn+3 >3. Given/e [HPn+33, S^~2} we have

f°Pn+3,3 = W°Pn+3,3 = 2/o^oS .
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But 2{HPn+22, S4"-2}=0 by (2.5). Thus 2/01,05=0 and the conclusion (ii)
follows.

We have also

Theorem 2.16. πjn

c+ί3(S2n) is equal to
(i) G13 ifn=0or 2 mod (3),

(ii) 0 ι/n=lmod(3).

Proof. By Randall [9, Theorems 2.5, 2.6], (Xi^πjf+^S2**10) if and only if
n=0 or 2 mod(3). Then (i) follows from (1.2). In case of n=\ mod(6), (ii)
was proved in the proof of (vii) of [8]. By the same methods we can prove (ii)
in case of n=4 mod (6). We omit the details.

Concerning with jF-projective 14-stems, we prove the following. Recall
that Gu=Z2{σ2}®Z2{κ}.

Theorem 2.17. πϊn

H

+11(S*»-3)=Z2{σ2} ifn=6mod(8).

Proof. Suppose that w = 6mod(8). Since qι°pn+3,2~pn+3,ι = (w+2)£°o,
3?ι°A+3,2—0 and there exists s^{S4n+n, HPn+2l} with iι°s=3pn+3>2. Since
σopn+21=(n+l)σog00=(n+l)σp=0y there exists /e {HPn+32, S4n~3} with foi,
=σ. Put n=8m+6. Then by (ii) of (1.13) of [8], we have '

ec(s) = (8w+7)(20m+17)/24 3 5 .

Hence $s=Q mod(24) and

f°Pn+3,2 =f°3pn+3t2> since 2G14 — 0
= σs

Thus π!n

ff

+11(S4n-3) contains σ2. By the following Theorem (2.18),
(which is a subgroup of τrf^ιι(*S4n~4)) does not contain ηtc and hence 7Γ4W^n(Sr4n~3)
does not contain tc. This completes the proof.

. Recall that Glb=Z2{ηκ} @Z2*{ρ} ΘZ15 and there is a split exact sequence

0->Z2{i7*} ->G15-^>Z/25 3 5->0.
We have

Theorem 2.18. ττfΛι5(54n) is isomorphic to
(i) Z2{ηκ}^ZIv(n) if n=0 or 3 mod(4),
(ii) Z[v(n) ifn=5mod(8),
(iii) Z2{ηκ} @Z\v(n) or Z/v(n) if n= 2 mod(4) or 1 mod(8),

and πfn+ι$(S*n) does not contain ΎJK if n=5 mod(8), where v(ri)=den[H{n, 4} X
aH(ny 4)].

Proof. The conclusions (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from (1.2) of [8], because
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\s(S*n} if n=Q or 3 mod (4) from (2.2) of [8]. Next consider the case

of n=5 mod(8). Since ?3°/>M+4>4 = (w+3)£oo, 3<?3o/>w_HM = 0 and there exists
s<= {S4M+15, HPn+3>3} with ίιoί=3/>ll+4f4. Let a<={HPn+33y S*n} be an element

with deg(a)=/f {w, 3} . Then a generates a free part of {HPn+3 3, 5
4w} which is

of rank 1 . Given / e {HPn+44y S4n} , we have

for some e<Ξ {HPn+31y S*n} =GS and

3/°A+4,4 =foi1os

= (degt/WK 3})tfos, since G8oG7 - 0 .

But by (1.16) and (2.1) of [8], ι/2(#{n, 3}) = 3 and *2(#{n, 4}) = 6. Thus
deg(/)//ί{w, 3}=0mod(8) since deg(/) is a multiple of H {ny 4}. Suppose
that 7rf^n(54w) contains ?7/c+jc for some x which is orthogonal to Z2{ηκ}, then

=fopn+tj for some/e {HPn+4Λ, S4n} . Then

and hence 17^+3^ is divisible by 8. This is a contradiction, for %(ηκ)~2.

Thus 7Γ4

5,^ιι(*S4w) does not contain ηκ-}-x for any x^G15 which is orthogonal to

Z2{ηκ} . This completes the proof.
By (1.16) and (2.1) of [8] we have easily that v2(v(n))<Z49 and u2(t>(fl))=4 if

and only if n=25 mod (32). Hence we have

Corollary 2.19. ρ^G15 is not H-projective but 2p or 2p-\-ηκ is H-projective.

By (1.1), (2.18) and the above split exact sequence we have

Theorem 2.20. πjn

c

+15(S2n) is isomorphic to
(i) Z2{ηκ} (&Z/w(ri) if n is even,
(ii) Z2{ηκ} ®Z/w(ri) or Z/w(n) if n is odd,

where w(ri)=den[C{ny 8}ac(
n> 8)].

By (1.16) and (3.1) of [8] we have that v2(w(n))=5 if and only if n=50
mod (64), and in case of n=2 mod (4), we have that v3(zv(ri))=l if and only if

Λ=14, 22, 26, 34 mod(36), 10, 38, 46, 74 mod(108), 82 or 190 mod(324), and

ι/5(w(n))=l if and only if Λ=2, 14, 18 mod(20), 10, 30, 70 or 90 mod (100).
Hence we have

Corollary 2.21. G15 is fully C-projective and the smallest n for which
7rLc+i5(S2«)=G15 is 178.

Recall that G17=Z2{w*} ®Z2{vκ} ®Z2{η2p} ®Z2{μ} . We have
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Proposition 2.22. ~μ and the Adams element μ2€ΞG17 are not contained in

Proof. Since ec(μ)=ec(μ2)= — from (12.13) of [1], it will suffice to show

that v2(C{n, 9}ac(n, 9))^0 if w ΐ 3 mod(27). Indeed by (1.16) and (3.1) of [8]

we have

C{fi, 9}/(C{ny 8}den[C{ra, 8}αc(rc, 8)])

I or 2 if n= 3 mod(27) or 1 mod(29)

1 otherwise

and an calculation shows that if w^3 mod(27) and 1 mod(29) we have

v2(C{n, 9}ac(n, 9))^0, and if n=l mod(29) we have v2(C{n, 8}ac(n, 9))^0

and hence v2(C {n, 9}ac(n, 9))^0, and the conclusion follows.
By Randall [9, Theorems 2.5, 2.6] we know that vζΞπln

c+π(S2n+u) if and

only if n=3 mod(4). And by (i) of (1.13) of [8], pn+9il=(n-\-8)rj=m], and so

?e*££ι7(S2Λ+16) if and only if n is odd. Thus if n=3 mod(4), πjn

c

+l7(S2n) con-
tains VK, ηη* and η2p. Hence we have

Corollary 2.23. // n=3 mod(4), then πjn

c

+17(S2n) contains Z2{wκ}θ

Recall that there exists a split exact sequence [1]

e'R
0 — > Z2 — > Gί9 - > ^264 — > 0 .

By (1.5) of [8] we have

Proposition 2.24. τf4^+ιg(S*n) contains a cyclic subgroup of the order

Take/<Ξ {CPB+10>10, S
2"} with deg(/)=C{«, 10}. From (1.5) of [8]

(w, 10)

for some integer α10, and so πj£.ιg(S2n) contains a cyclic subgroup of the order

den — a10— — C{n, I0}ac(n, 10) I. Even if we can not determine a10 mod (2),

we have denf— αlc-— C{n, I0}ac(n, 10)Ί=denΓyC{w, 10}αc(w, 10)1 when

(*) v2(C{n, 10}αc(n, 10))^ -1.

For example if w=10, 12, 14 mod(24), 18, 20, 22 mod(25), 6, 34, 36 mod(26) or
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102 mod(27), then C{w, 10} =C{n, 7} den[C{n, 7}ac(n, 8)] by (3.1) of [8] and

(*) is satisfied. This follows from elementary but routine calculation using

(1.16) of [8]. Hence we have

Proposition 2.25. // »=10, 12, 14 mod(24), 18, 20, 22 mod(25), 6, 34,

36 mod(26) or 102 mod(27), then πLc+i9(S2n) contains a cyclic subgroup of the order

den[lc{«, 7} den[C{n, 7}ac(n, 8)] αc(n, 10)].

Recall that G21=Z2{ηίe} ®Z2{σ3} from [6]. By (1.2) and (2.17) we have

Proposition 2.26. If n = 4 mod(8), then 7r4

5Λι9(S4n~2) contains σ3.

Since pm>ι=(^—1)?, by (2.26) we have

Proposition 2.27. Ifn=7 mod(16), then πjn

c

+21(S2n)=G21.

Recall that G22=Z2{Sκ}®Z2{vσ] from [6]. SinceρZ t ι=(m—l)g», by (1.2)

and (2.7) we have

Proposition 2.28. πjf+ι9(S*n~3) is equal to G22 ifn=3 mod(4), and contains

Z2{βκ} if n=2 mod(4) or Z2{vσ} if n is odd.
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